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ABSTRACT
We present new results on the relationship between central galaxies and dark mat-
ter haloes inferred from observations of satellite kinematics in the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) DR7. We employ an updated analysis framework that includes de-
tailed mock catalogues to model observational effects in SDSS. Our results constrain
the colour-dependent conditional luminosity function (CLF) of dark matter haloes,
as well as the radial profile of satellite galaxies. Confirming previous results, we find
that red central galaxies live in more massive haloes than blue galaxies at fixed lu-
minosity. Additionally, our results suggest that satellite galaxies have a radial profile
less centrally concentrated than dark matter but not as cored as resolved subhaloes
in dark matter-only simulations. Compared to previous works using satellite kinemat-
ics by More et al., we find much more competitive constraints on the galaxy-halo
connection, on par with those derived from a combination of galaxy clustering and
galaxy-galaxy lensing. We compare our results on the galaxy-halo connection to other
studies using galaxy clustering and group catalogues, showing very good agreement
between these different techniques. We discuss future applications of satellite kine-
matics in the context of constraining cosmology and the relationship between galaxies
and dark matter haloes.
Key words: methods: statistical – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies:
groups: general – cosmology: dark matter
1 INTRODUCTION
In the standard cosmological paradigm, dark matter haloes
provide the potential wells for baryonic material to condense
and, ultimately, form galaxies. Thus, the relationship be-
tween galaxies and dark matter haloes, commonly called the
galaxy-halo connection (see, e.g. Wechsler & Tinker 2018,
and references therein), is central to our understanding of
galaxy formation. Of particular interest is the relationship
between galaxy properties and dark matter halo mass.
There exist numerous techniques to observationally in-
fer the average dark matter halo mass of galaxies. Among
the observables used to constrain this relationship are galaxy
clustering (e.g., Yang et al. 2003; Zehavi et al. 2005, 2011;
van den Bosch et al. 2007; Zheng et al. 2007; Hearin & Wat-
son 2013; Guo et al. 2015a,b, 2016; Zentner et al. 2016; Xu
et al. 2018), galaxy-galaxy lensing (e.g., Leauthaud et al.
? email: johannesulf.lange@yale.edu
2012; Zu & Mandelbaum 2015, 2016; Mandelbaum et al.
2016; Leauthaud et al. 2017; Sonnenfeld & Leauthaud 2018),
and galaxy group catalogues (Weinmann et al. 2006; Yang
et al. 2007, 2008, 2009; Kauffmann et al. 2013; Hoshino et al.
2015; Sinha et al. 2018). While those observations provide
meaningful constraints on the galaxy-halo connection, they
also suffer from a variety of systematic issues, such as halo
assembly bias (Gao et al. 2005; Wechsler et al. 2006; Zent-
ner et al. 2014, 2016; Villarreal et al. 2017), miscentering
(Johnston et al. 2007; Skibba et al. 2011; Hikage et al. 2013;
Hoshino et al. 2015; Lange et al. 2018b), spectroscopic in-
completeness (Blanton et al. 2003; Zehavi et al. 2011; Guo
et al. 2012b), and group finder errors (Campbell et al. 2015;
Zu et al. 2017; Calderon et al. 2018) among others. Thus,
to maximise the information content of existing and future
galaxy surveys, it is important to pursue additional ways to
constrain the galaxy-halo connection.
In Lange et al. (2018a, hereafter Paper I), we presented
an updated framework to extract the galaxy-halo connec-
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tion from observations of satellite kinematics (e.g., Zaritsky
et al. 1993; Brainerd & Specian 2003; Prada et al. 2003;
van den Bosch et al. 2004; More et al. 2009b,a, 2011; Woj-
tak & Mamon 2013). The idea of such an analysis is to use
satellite galaxies as dynamical tracers of the host dark mat-
ter halo potential. By stacking the signal of a large number
of isolated galaxies, such an analysis can determine average
halo masses even for central galaxies that host on average
only a few satellites. In Paper I, we showed how to correct
for important observational biases like fibre collisions and
demonstrated the robustness of those constraints by apply-
ing our technique to mock catalogues with various degrees of
complexity. Furthermore, we demonstrated that constraints
derived with this new technique are competitive even when
compared to combined studies of clustering and lensing (e.g.,
Cacciato et al. 2013; Zu & Mandelbaum 2015, 2016).
The main goal of this analysis is to apply our analy-
sis framework to the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (York et al.
2000, hereafter SDSS). Specifically, we constrain the colour-
dependent conditional luminosity function (Yang et al. 2003)
of dark matter haloes. We compare our results on the galaxy
occupation to those results derived from clustering and
group catalogues, finding them to be in very good agree-
ment. Compared to the previous analysis of satellite kine-
matics in the SDSS by More et al. (2009a, 2011), our analysis
accounts for all relevant observational effects and biases, in-
cluding fibre collisions. As we demonstrate, this removes the
tension in the inferred galaxy-halo connection evident from
a comparison of previous satellite kinematics studies with
results inferred from alternative methods (More et al. 2011;
Leauthaud et al. 2012; Mandelbaum et al. 2016; Wechsler
& Tinker 2018). In addition, our results also constrain the
radial profiles of satellite galaxies in dark matter haloes. We
show that satellites are spatially anti-biased with respect to
dark matter but are not as centrally cored as subhaloes in
dark matter-only simulations.
This paper is organised as follows. In §2, we describe
the observational data used to constrain the galaxy-halo
connection. We summarise our modelling ingredients in §3.
Our detailed analysis procedure, including the use of mock
catalogues to calibrate our analytic model and calculate co-
variance matrices, is described in §4. In §5 we present our
results on the galaxy-halo connection and the radial profile
of satellites, which we compare to results from independent
studies in §6. Finally, we summarise our results in §7.
Throughout this work, we assume a ΛCDM cosmology
with Ωm = 0.3071, Ωb = 0.0483, ns = 0.9611, σ8 = 0.8288
and h = H0/100km/s/Mpc = 0.6777, the best-fit results
from the cosmic microwave background analysis of Planck
Collaboration et al. (2014). All magnitudes are given in the
AB magnitude system. Additionally, throughout this paper
we use r to denote 3D radii, and R for projected 2D radii.
2 OBSERVATIONAL DATA
Observational constraints in this work come from the
New York University Value-Added Galaxy Catalog (VAGC;
Blanton et al. 2005). This catalogue is derived from the
Seventh Data Release of the SDSS (SDSS DR7; Abazajian
et al. 2009). Specifically, we use the bright0 sample1 of the
VAGC. This includes roughly ∼ 570, 000 galaxies with a
limiting Petrosian magnitude of mr < 17.6. k-corrections
and evolution corrections to redshift z = 0.1 have been
applied to all galaxies in the sample. Our analysis frame-
work is optimised for volume-limited samples, as described
in Paper I. We thus limit our analysis to galaxies with
L0.1r > 10
9.5 h−2L and 0.02 < z < 0.067. We apply the
same g− r colour cut to divide galaxies into red and blue as
used by Zehavi et al. (2011), written as
(g − r)0.1cut = 0.21− 0.03(M0.1r − 5 log h). (1)
Note that this cut is slightly different than the cut More
et al. (2011) applied. Due to mechanical limitations, objects
separated by less than 55′′ cannot both be assigned spectro-
scopic fibres on a single spectroscopic plate. Due to these fi-
bre collisions around∼ 6% of the targets lack a spectroscopic
redshift. In this case, we use the nearest-neighbour redshift
assignment scheme (Zehavi et al. 2005). Note, though, that
we only use these fibre-collided galaxies during the selection
of primaries; they are not used when analysing the kinemat-
ics.
2.1 Sample Selection
As described in Paper I, we use a cylindrical isolation crite-
rion to identify central candidates. A galaxy is considered
isolated, a primary, if it does not have another brighter
galaxy within a cylindrical volume defined by depth (∆v)h
and radius Rh. We make this assessment using a list of
all galaxies rank-ordered by luminosity, starting with the
brightest. Any other fainter galaxy inside this cylindrical
volume is removed from the list of potential primaries. The
cylinder dimensions, as described below, are a function of
the luminosity and colour of the galaxy in question. We
remove galaxies close to the angular survey edge. This is
characterised by putting a ring around each galaxy corre-
sponding to the angular size of Rh at that galaxy’s redshift
and demanding that not more than 20% of it lies outside
the survey area. Finally, primaries are required to lie in a
survey region with at least 80% spectroscopic completeness.
Afterwards, satellite candidates, so called secondaries, lying
inside a cylinder defined by (∆v)s and Rs are associated
to each primary. Secondaries are allowed to lie outside the
nominal redshift range, 0.02 < z < 0.067. Contrary to van
den Bosch et al. (2004) and More et al. (2009a,b, 2011), pri-
maries are not removed if they have no secondary. Doing
so allows us to fold information about the fraction of cen-
trals hosting satellites into the analysis. To limit the effect
of fibre collisions, we remove all secondaries that are within
60 h−1kpc, roughly corresponding to 55′′ at z = 0.067, of
the primary (see Paper I for details).
We follow van den Bosch et al. (2004) and make
the cylinder sizes dependent on the galaxy properties.
This typically increases completeness and purity of the
resulting sample of central and satellite candidates (van
den Bosch et al. 2004). Specifically, we choose (∆v)h =
1000σ200(L,C) km s
−1, Rh = 0.5σ200(L,C)h−1 Mpc,
(∆v)s = 4000 km s
−1 and Rs = 0.15σ200(L,C)h−1 Mpc.
1 http://sdss.physics.nyu.edu/lss/dr72/bright/0/
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Here, σ200 = σ/200 km s
−1 is an estimate for the velocity
dispersion of satellites as a function of primary luminosity
L and colour C. In order to obtain similar completeness lev-
els for red and blue centrals, we set (∆v)h and Rh of blue
centrals to those of red centrals of the same luminosity. Be-
cause the estimate for σ200 is a priori unknown, the cylinder
sizes must be extracted from the data itself in an iterative
fashion. We start with an estimate for σ200(L,C) and ex-
tract primaries and secondaries. An estimate for σ200(L,C)
is extracted from the data by fitting the distribution of sec-
ondaries in the ∆vz-Lpri plane. Here, ∆vz is the line-of-sight
velocity difference of the secondary and its primary and Lpri
the luminosity of the primary. The model is
P (∆vz, Lpri) =
fint
2(∆v)s
+
1− fint√
2piσ2erf
[
(∆v)s√
2σ
] exp [−∆v2z
2σ2
]
,
(2)
where both the interloper fraction fint and the velocity dis-
persion σ are a function of the primary luminosity. Specifi-
cally, fint is assumed to be a linear function of logLpri and
log σ/ km s−1 = a+ b(logLpri − 10) + c(logLpri − 10)2, (3)
where a, b and c are constants. The best fit is found by
maximising the likelihood,
logL ∼
∑
secondaries
logP (∆vz,i, Lpri,i)
wsw,i , (4)
where wsw,i is a weight for each primary-secondary pair, as
discussed in the next section. We then update our estimate
for σ200(L,C) and extract a new set of primaries and secon-
daries. Using the best-fit values of More et al. (2011) as a a
starting point, we find our algorithm to arrive at a = 2.210,
b = 0.478, c = 0.275 and a = 2.142, b = 0.402, c = −0.170
for red and blue galaxies, respectively.
Figure 1 shows the line-of-sight velocity distribution of
secondaries around primaries of a given luminosity. We show
the distribution around red and blue primaries separately.
From this Figure it is apparent that the velocity dispersion
is a strong function of primary luminosity for red primaries
and less so for blue ones (see also Brainerd & Specian 2003;
More et al. 2011; Wojtak & Mamon 2013). We will analysis
this more quantitatively in the coming sections.
2.2 Observables
We seek to constrain the galaxy-halo connection using a set
of observables extracted from the above data set. In short,
those observables are the overall number density of galax-
ies, the red fraction of primaries, the number of same-halo
secondaries around primaries and their velocity dispersion.
All quantities are measured in 10 bins in logL/h−2L from
9.5 to 11.0.
The number density of galaxies is estimated via
ngal =
∑
ws,i
ΩSDSS
3
[d3com(z = 0.067)− d3com(z = 0.02)]
, (5)
where dcom(z) is the comoving distance out to reshift z,
ΩSDSS = 2.273sr is the effective survey area of SDSS, and
the sum goes over all galaxies with a spectroscopic redshift.
Finally, ws,i is a weight designed to correct spectroscopic
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Figure 1. The velocity distribution of secondaries in SDSS DR7
as a function of the luminosity of the associated primary. We split
the secondaries by the colour of the primary, red (upper panel)
or blue (lower panel). It is apparent that secondaries around red
primaries have a higher velocity dispersion than satellites around
blue centrals of the same luminosity. Also note that red primaries
also have more secondaries on average.
incompleteness, as discussed in Paper I. For each galaxy, we
count the number of neighbouring targets within 55′′. We
then assign a weight that is the inverse of the fraction of
targets with the same number of neighbours that have been
assigned a spectroscopic redshift. Similarly, the red fraction
of primaries is defined by
fpri,r =
∑
red primaries
ws,i∑
all primaries
ws,i
. (6)
For the rest of the observables, we need to take into account
that not all secondaries are satellites of the same halo as the
primary. This is particularly important when evaluating the
velocity dispersion.
As discussed in detail in Paper I, we fit the ∆vz-Rp
distribution of secondaries in each bin of primaries with a
combination of an interloper Pint(∆vz, Rp) and same-halo
satellite Psat(∆vz, Rp) model, Ptot = Pint + Psat. Interlop-
ers, contributing an unknown fraction fint to all secondaries,
are assumed to have a constant projected number density
and a uniform distribution in line-of-sight velocities, i.e.
Pint(∆vz, Rp) ∝ Rp. The phase-space distribution of satel-
lites in a halo of fixed mass is discussed in §3.1. We assume
that the host halo masses of satellites are drawn from a log-
normal distribution with mean M˜ and spread σM , and de-
termine the combination of fint, M˜ and σM that maximises
MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2018)
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the likelihood
logL ∼
∑
secondaries
wi logPtot(∆vz,i, Rp,i) . (7)
As discussed in more detail below, there is a weight wi
assigned to each primary-secondary pair. Using the result-
ing maximum-likelihood model, we assign each secondary a
membership probability
pmem(∆vz, Rp) =
Psat(∆vz, Rp)
Ptot(∆vz, Rp)
. (8)
We point out that the best-fitting fint, M˜ and σM are only
used to assign membership probabilities and are discarded
in the subsequent analysis.
When determining the fit that maximises the likelihood,
we assign a weight to each primary-secondary pair that is
the product of the spectroscopic weights of the primary and
the secondary;
wsw = ws,priws,scd . (9)
In addition to correcting for fibre collisions, this assures that
each secondary receives equal weight. Thus, quantities de-
rived from this weighting scheme are satellite-weighted. We
then estimate the number of same-halo secondaries via
〈Ns〉 =
∑
secondaries
pmem,iwsw,i∑
primaries
ws,i
. (10)
Similarly, an estimate for the satellite-weighted velocity dis-
persion is obtained via
σ2sw =
∑
secondaries
pmem,iwsw,i∆v
2
z,i∑
secondaries
pmem,iwsw,i
. (11)
Finally, we wish to estimate the average velocity dispersion
when weighting each primary (or host) instead of each sec-
ondary. We do so by first assigning each secondary a weight
of
whw =
ws,priws,scd
Nscd
, (12)
where Nscd is the number of secondaries hosted by the pri-
mary in question. σhw is then calculated in complete analogy
to σsw. Since more massive haloes typically contain more
satellites, the satellite-weighted velocity dispersion typically
gives relatively more weight to the more massive haloes in
the luminosity bin in question. And since more massive
haloes have a larger velocity dispersion, σsw will typically
be larger than σhw. In fact, the ratio σsw/σhw will increase
with the amount of scatter in the halo masses associated
with the centrals in the luminosity bin. Thus, using both
σsw and σhw as observables can constrain the scatter in halo
mass at fixed luminosity (More et al. 2009b).
We measure all the above mentioned observables in 10
logarithmic bins in luminosity going from 109.5 h−2L to
1011 h−2L. Furthermore, 〈Ns〉, log σhw and σ2hw/σ2sw are
measured for red and blue primaries separately. Ultimately,
we have up to 80 observables, ngal, fpri,r, 〈Ns,r〉, 〈Ns,b〉,
log σhw,r, log σhw,b, σ
2
hw,r/σ
2
sw,r and σ
2
hw,b/σ
2
sw,b. However,
we only consider data bins for which we estimate to have
at least 10 satellites, i.e.
∑
pmem > 10, and for which we
can create an uncertainty estimate, as described in the next
section. Note that the computation of pmem requires an as-
sumed radial profile, n¯sat(r|M), for the satellite galaxies. In
this paper, we perform our analysis for three different choices
of n¯sat(r|M), as detailed in §3.1 below, and the exact values
of the observables differ slightly depending on which pro-
file is adopted. As we will show in §5.1, the radial profile
that best matches the observed, spatial distribution of sec-
ondaries is an NFW profile with a concentration parameter
that is half that of the dark matter. Adopting that profile
results in the observables listed in Table 1. We emphasise,
though, that in each case we compute the membership prob-
abilities, and hence the observables, using the same radial
profile as used in the subsequent analysis.
3 MODEL PREDICTIONS
The ultimate goal of this study is to constrain the way in
which galaxies occupy dark matter halos using the observ-
ables defined in the previous section. The functional form
we use is that of a conditional luminosity function (CLF
Yang et al. 2003), described in detail in appendix A. To con-
vert a certain model of the galaxy-halo connection into a set
of satellite kinematic observables, one needs an assumption
about the phase-space distribution of satellites. This will be
described in §3.1. Ideally, one would compute all observables
in mock catalogues that mimic all observational effects and
directly compare those results to the SDSS. Unfortunately,
this is prohibitively expensive for our current analysis. In-
stead, we will employ a novel approach where we use a large
number of mock catalogues to find the best-fit model and
an analytical approach to evaluate uncertainties. The mock
catalogs are described in §3.2 and the analytical model in
§3.3.
3.1 Galaxy Phase-Space Distribution
Central galaxies are always assumed to reside at the dark
matter halo centre and to be at rest with the bulk velocity
of the halo. While it is known that central galaxies have
some residual velocity dispersion with respect to the halo
(Behroozi et al. 2013; Guo et al. 2015a,b; Ye et al. 2017),
the dispersion is only of the order of 15% of that of the
satellites. Thus, it will not strongly affect the total velocity
dispersion between centrals and satellites (see Paper I for
details).
Satellite galaxies follow a radial profile, n¯sat(r|M),
which we assume to be described by a generalised NFW
(gNFW) profile,
n¯sat(r|M) ∝
(
r
Rrs
)−γ (
1 +
r
Rrs
)γ−3
. (13)
Here rs is the scale radius of the dark matter host halo,
and γ and R are free parameters. For γ = R = 1, satellites
follow the dark matter distribution in an unbiased fashion,
while their distribution becomes less centrally concentrated
with increasing R and/or decreasing γ. In this work, we
consider three choices for (γ,R) to describe the SDSS data:
(1, 1) which we call “NFW”, (1, 2) referred to as “bNFW”
in which the satellite galaxies follow an NFW profile but
with a concentration parameter that is half that of the dark
matter, and (0, 2.5) which we call “Cored”. The latter is a
MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2018)
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Description Bins Total
logLpri,min 9.50 9.65 9.80 9.95 10.10 10.25 10.40 10.55 10.70 10.85 9.50
logLpri,max 9.65 9.80 9.95 10.10 10.25 10.40 10.55 10.70 10.85 11.00 11.00
Red Primaries 2693 3138 3430 3186 2715 1872 1042 408 95 11 18590
↪→ Secondaries 10 62 178 410 706 1060 1313 1230 734 152 5855
Blue Primaries 7161 6029 4888 3548 2317 1351 526 126 17 0 25963
↪→ Secondaries 8 59 151 179 240 267 132 63 7 0 1106
logngal[h
3Mpc−3] −2.405 −2.458 −2.526 −2.641 −2.806 −3.038 −3.382 −3.882 −4.549 −5.565 −1.803
fpri,r 0.273 0.342 0.413 0.474 0.543 0.586 0.675 0.776 0.866 1.000
〈Ns,r〉 – 0.013 0.041 0.096 0.224 0.518 1.262 3.413 8.309 16.595
〈Ns,b〉 – – 0.019 0.038 0.080 0.167 0.206 0.438 – –
σhw,r[ km s
−1] – 164.1 157.1 163.3 230.3 238.2 262.1 402.0 434.0 617.3
σhw,b[ km s
−1] – – 100.4 158.8 141.0 181.2 231.7 193.2 – –
σ2hw,r/σ
2
sw,r – – – – 0.851 0.775 0.728 0.479 0.589 0.625
σ2hw,b/σ
2
sw,b – – – – – 0.692 0.804 0.735 – –
Table 1. Overview of the data used in this analysis. We have defined 10 bins in the luminosity of the primary logLpri. The first two
rows show the bin edges and the next four rows the number of red and blue primaries and secondaries. Finally, the last eight rows show
the observables described in §2.2 that we use to constrain the model. Observables that could not be measured or for which no reliable
uncertainties could be derived from mocks are omitted.
good fit to the radial distribution of dark matter subhaloes
in the SMDPL dark-matter only simulation (see Paper I).
Together, these three profiles roughly bracket the range of
profiles inferred in the literature, from the most radially con-
centrated (e.g., Cacciato et al. 2013; Guo et al. 2015a) to the
most extended (e.g., Yang et al. 2005; More et al. 2009a).
We assume that satellite galaxies obey the spherically
symmetric Jeans equation without velocity anisotropy. In
this case, the one-dimensional velocity dispersion as a func-
tion of radius can be computed via
σ2(r|Vvir, cvir) = cvirV
2
vir
R2g(cvir)
(
r
Rrs
)γ (
1 +
r
Rrs
)3−γ
∞∫
r/rs
g(y)dy
(y/R)γ+2(1 + y/R)3−γ , (14)
(e.g., van den Bosch et al. 2004). Here Vvir = GMvir/rvir is
the virial velocity, cvir = rvir/rs is the virial concentration
and,
g(y) = ln(1 + y)− y
1 + y
. (15)
3.2 Mock Catalogues
A key advantage of our study over other works using satel-
lite kinematics is the use of detailed mock catalogues to es-
timate observables and their associated errors. Those mock
catalogues account for all the relevant observational effects
in the SDSS, and are analysed using the same pipeline as the
observational data. All mock catalogues used here are based
on the SMDPL dark-matter only simulation (Klypin et al.
2016). Specifically, we use the z = 0 ROCKSTAR (Behroozi
et al. 2013) halo catalogue2. From this catalogue, we extract
all main haloes with a virial mass of Mvir > 3×1010h−1M,
corresponding to 300 times the dark matter particle mass in
SMDPL. The cosmology used in SMDPL is the same as the
2 http://yun.ucsc.edu/sims/SMDPL/hlists/index.html
one we assume. Furthermore, the halo mass resolution is
more than sufficient to resolve galaxies above 109.5 h−2L
(cf., Guo et al. 2015b; Sinha et al. 2018) and the volume of
SMDPL is more than 10 times bigger than the volume of
SDSS we analyse. Thus, SMDPL is the ideal simulation to
base our analysis on.
We use halotools to populate the dark matter cata-
logue with galaxies according to the CLF recipe described
in appendix A. Specifically, for each dark matter halo, we
first draw a colour for the central and afterwards a luminos-
ity. For the satellites, we first calculate the expected occu-
pation and then draw a number from a Poisson distribution
with the same mean. Afterwards, we assign luminosities and
colours based on the CLF parameters. Satellites that are
brighter than their respective centrals are removed, elimi-
nating roughly 1% of all satellites. This ensures that the
luminosity distribution of brightest halo galaxies (BHGs)
is log-normal, in agreement with findings in SDSS (Yang
et al. 2008). Note that we thereby implicitly assume that
BHGs are always centrals. In Lange et al. (2018b) we have
shown that this has no discernible impact on our inference.
For both the centrals and satellites we consider all galaxies
above a luminosity of 109 h−2L. This threshold is lower
than that of galaxies we analyse in SDSS and is chosen to
have a sufficient number of targets for potential fibre col-
lisions. Finally, the mock galaxies are assigned phase-space
coordinates within their host haloes using the radial profile
and Jeans equation described in §3.1 above.
Now having a real-space galaxy catalogue, we place a
virtual observer with a random position and orientation in-
side the simulation box. We periodically repeat the galaxy
catalogue to include all galaxies within z = 0.15. Next, we
calculate apparent magnitudes for all galaxies, taking into
account average k and evolution corrections, and remove all
targets with mr > 17.6. Subsequently, redshift space distor-
tions and SDSS spectroscopic redshift errors are simulated
by perturbing the cosmological redshift z of all galaxies by
∆z = (1 + z)× [vlos +N (0, σerr)]
c
. (16)
MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2018)
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Here vlos is the line-of-sight velocity, and N (0, σerr) repre-
sents a random variable drawn from a Gaussian distribution
with dispersion σerr centred on zero, to account for measure-
ment errors in SDSS. Throughout we adopt σerr = 15km s
−1
(Guo et al. 2015b).
Subsequently, we apply the NYU VAGC bright0 sur-
vey mask and we simulate fibre collisions. For the latter we
first construct a decollided set of galaxies from the entire
sample. Within this set no two galaxies are within 55′′. The
remaining galaxies are potentially collided and we randomly
remove spectroscopic redshifts from 65% of those. Further-
more, we remove 1% of all spectroscopic redshifts in the en-
tire sample to account for other redshift failures beside fibre
collisions. In Paper I, we have shown that this fibre collision
scheme captures all the salient features of spectroscopic in-
completeness in the SDSS. The final step is to extract the
same observables from the mock data as extracted from the
real SDSS data (i.e., the observables listed in Table 1). In
order to account for realisation noise, we typically construct
1000 of such mock data sets for a given model, as detailed
in §4 below.
3.3 Analytical Model
In addition to the mock data sets described above, we will
also use an analytical model to predict the various observ-
ables used here. This analytical model is based on the same
assumptions regarding the galaxy-halo connection and the
phase-space distribution of galaxies as in the mock cata-
logues. In what follows, we describe how this model is used
to predict the various observables listed in Table 1.
The number density of galaxies in a luminosity range
[L1, L2] can be inferred from the CLF combined with the
halo mass function, nh(M), via
ngal(L1, L2) =
L2∫
L1
∞∫
Mmin
Φtot(L|M)nh(M)dMdL. (17)
Here, Φtot(L|M) is the combined CLF of central and satel-
lites for a halo of virial mass M . The halo mass func-
tion nh(M) is computed directly from the SMDPL sim-
ulation output and we assume a minimum halo mass of
3 × 109 h−1M to host a galaxy. See appendix A for de-
tails regarding the CLF parametrization.
The red fraction of primaries can be approximated as
the red fraction of centrals,
fpri,r(L1, L2) ≈ nc,r(L1, L2)
nc,r(L1, L2) + nc,b(L1, L2)
. (18)
The number density of red (blue) centrals, nc,r (nc,b), sim-
ilarly to ngal above, is computed by integrating the CLF of
red (blue) centrals over the halo mass function.
The expected number of same-halo secondaries around
primaries, 〈Ns|L1, L2〉, can be very well described by the
corresponding number of satellites around centrals that fall
within the cylinder used to select the secondaries,
〈Ns|L1, L2〉 ≈
L2∫
L1
∞∫
Mmin
〈Ns|M〉nh(M) Φc(L|M) fap(L,M) dMdL
nc(L1, L2)
. (19)
Here Φc is the central CLF, 〈Ns|M〉 =
∫∞
Lth
Φs(L|M)dL is
the expected number of satellites above a luminosity Lth =
109.5 h−2L for a halo of mass M , and fap(L,M) describes
the fraction of satellites in a halo of mass M with a central
of luminosity L that are expected to lie inside the cylinder
defined by Rs,
fap(L,M) = 4pi
rvir∫
0
n¯sat(r|M) [ζ(r,Rs(L))− ζ(r,Rc)] r2 dr ,
(20)
where n¯sat(r|M) is the normalised radial profile of satellites
in a halo of mass M , which obeys
4pi
rvir∫
0
n¯sat(r|M) r2 dr = 1 , (21)
and
ζ(r,Rs) =
{
1 if r 6 Rs
1−√1−R2s/r2 otherwise. (22)
Note that Eq. (20) accounts for the fact that we remove
secondaries within Rc = 60 h
−1kpc from their primaries, as
described in §2.2.
In a similar fashion, the velocity dispersion is ap-
proximated as the expected velocity dispersion of satellites
around all centrals in a given luminosity range,
σ2(L1, L2) ≈
L2∫
L1
∞∫
Mmin
w(L,M)σ2ap(L,M)nh(M)Φc(L|M)dMdL
L2∫
L1
∞∫
Mmin
w(L,M)nh(M)Φc(L|M)dMdL
. (23)
Here, w(L,M) is a weight set to
wsw(L,M) = fap(L,M)〈Ns|M〉 (24)
for the satellite-weighted velocity dispersion and
whw(L,M) = 1− exp [−fap(L,M) 〈Ns|M〉] (25)
for the host-weighted velocity dispersion. Finally, σ2ap(L,M)
is the expected average velocity dispersion of all satellites
living inside a halo of mass M and being inside the cylinder
defined by Rs(L)
σ2ap(L,M) =
rvir∫
0
n¯sat(r|M)σ2(r|M) [ζ(r,Rs(L))− ζ(r,Rc)] r2 dr
rvir∫
0
n¯sat(r|M) [ζ(r,Rs(L))− ζ(r,Rc)] r2 dr
. (26)
4 ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
The goal of this work is to constrain the galaxy-halo con-
nection parametrized by the model3 vector θ by our obser-
3 Compared to Paper I, we have added an additional free param-
eter to characterise the red fraction as a function of halo mass.
We found this additional freedom necessary to obtain a good fit
to the data. Otherwise, the model is the same as in Paper I. See
appendix A for details.
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vational data D = {ngal, fpri,r, ...}. To do this we assume a
likelihood of the form
L(θ|D) ∝ exp
[
− (M
?(θ)−D)tΨ(M?(θ)−D)
2
]
, (27)
where Ψ is the precision matrix, i.e. the inverse of the co-
variance matrix, and M?(θ) = 〈D(θ)〉 the model prediction
for the data vector. Both the model prediction and the co-
variance matrix rely on SDSS-like mock catalogues (see §3.2
for details). However, the following simplifications are made
in order to make the likelihood evaluation computationally
feasible.
In the §3.3, we have introduced a simple analytic model
M(θ) for the full forward-modelling prediction M?(θ). In
Paper I, we have shown that this simple model is able to
reproduce all qualitative features of the forward-modelling
prediction. At the same time, small biases between that
model and results from mock catalogues of the order of
∼ 1σ exists. Thus, we calibrate the analytic model such
that it reproduces the forward-modelling prediction for a
given set of parameters θ˜. Specifically, we introduce a bias
vector B(θ˜) = M?(θ˜) −M(θ˜). We then approximate the
forward-modelling prediction for an arbitrary model θ as
M?(θ) ≈M(θ) +B(θ˜). (28)
An estimate Bˆ(θ˜) for the bias vector is obtained from 1000
mock catalogues created from model θ˜. M? in this case is
simply the average of the 1000 data vectors.
As with the bias vector, we assume that the covariance
matrix does not change significantly around any given set
of parameters θ˜. An unbiased estimate for the covariance
matrix is
Cˆ =
1
NS − 1
NS∑
i
(Di − 〈D〉)(Di − 〈D〉)t, (29)
where Di is the data vector of the i-th out of NS mock
catalogues and 〈D〉 the average of all. Finally, an unbiased
estimate for the precision matrix is
Ψˆ =
NS −ND − 2
NS − 1 Cˆ
−1
, (30)
where ND is the number of data points, i.e. the dimensional-
ity of D (Taylor et al. 2013). We note that we only use data
points which can be measured in all 1000 mock catalogues
and σhw/σsw only if 〈Ns〉 > 0.1 on average. The latter con-
straint is mainly due to the distributions of σhw/σsw in the
mocks being very non-Gaussian otherwise.
We use an iterative approach to derive the best-fitting
model. We first create 1000 first-generation mocks based on
the occupation model for central galaxies of More et al.
(2011) and the occupation model for satellite galaxies of
Cacciato et al. (2013). These mocks, though, are a poor fit
to the SDSS data, with χ2 ∼ 10, 000 for 56 degrees of free-
dom. We now use the bias and covariance estimated from
this first generation of mocks, together with the analytic
model, to predict a new set of best-fitting parameters. This is
done using MultiNest as described below. The resulting new
model is predicted to have χ2 ≈ 90. We then create a second
generation of mocks based upon this new model. However,
because the parameters of the model have changed signifi-
cantly, the derived bias and covariance also change, resulting
in a slightly different χ2 of ≈ 110 for the second-generation
mocks. Similarly, the analytic model combined with the up-
dated bias and covariance now predicts a slightly different
best-fitting model with χ2 ≈ 75. This model is then used to
create a third generation of mocks. This time, we find that
the χ2 of the mocks is indeed ∼ 75, as predicted. Similarly,
the analytic model coupled with the bias and covariance
of the third-generation mocks predicts a new best-fit χ2 of
∼ 70, a negligible difference in χ2 for a 16 parameter model.
Thus, the algorithm has effectively converged to the best-
fitting model and there is no need to create a new genera-
tion of mock catalogues. We then proceed to calculate the
full posterior using the analytic model combined with the
bias and covariance of the third-generation mocks. We refer
the reader to Paper I for a more detailed discussion of the
iterative method described here, as well as a comprehensive
validation of the method using mock data.
For finding the maximum likelihood, as well as esti-
mating the posterior, we make use of MultiNest (Feroz
& Hobson 2008; Feroz et al. 2009) and its Python imple-
mentation PyMultiNest (Buchner et al. 2014). In all cases,
we use a set of 10, 000 live points and a stopping criterion
of ∆ lnZ = 10−4, where Z is the estimate for the global
Bayesian evidence. In case of finding a best-fitting model,
we run MultiNest in constant efficiency mode and a target
efficiency of 50%. Although not its main purpose, MultiNest
is an extremely robust global minimisation scheme that does
not get stuck in local minima. On the other hand, when esti-
mating the posterior, we de-activate the constant efficiency
mode and set a target efficiency of 0.5%. To verify that our
estimate for the posterior is fully converged, we have re-run
MultiNest with 20, 000 live points and a target efficiency of
0.2%, getting consistent results.
5 RESULTS
We have performed the analysis procedure described in the
above section for three different satellite radial profiles sep-
arately. We consider satellites following dark matter in an
unbiased fashion (NFW), satellites displaying an NFW pro-
file with half the concentration of dark matter (bNFW) and
a cored satellite profile (Cored). See §3.1 for details. In each
case, we use the specific radial profile to determine likely
interlopers, produce mock catalogues and fit the data. We
find that the observational data we used so far cannot re-
liably distinguish between the different models, all giving
very similar likelihoods. Consequently, we next analyse the
observed radial distributions of secondary galaxies around
primaries in order to distinguish better between different
choices for the satellite radial profiles. Having identified the
radial profile that best describes the observed radial distri-
bution of secondaries around their host, we study in more
detail the fit of the galaxy-halo connection parameters that
assume this particular satellite radial profile.
5.1 Radial Profile
Figure 2 shows the predictions for the projected number
density of primaries around secondaries. Each panel shows
the distribution for different primary luminosities without
distinction by the colour of primaries. Blue crosses denote
the SDSS data and bands the predictions from each of the
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Figure 2. The projected number density of secondaries around primaries of different luminosities. Data points are from SDSS. The
bands show the predictions of the best-fitting models for each assumed radial profile. For each best-fitting model, we create 1000 mock
catalogues and the bands denote the 68% containment in each bin. Overall, the bNFW profile matches the SDSS data the best.
three radial profiles. The bands present the 68% scatter from
1000 mock catalogues created with the best-fit model4. For
both the mocks and the SDSS data, we have reduced the
impact of interlopers by only considering secondaries within
600σ200(L,C)km s
−1. On the other hand, we have increased
Rs from 0.15σ200 h
−1Mpc to 0.5σ200 h−1Mpc to increase the
range that is probed. A correction for fibre collisions has
been applied by weighting each primary and secondary by
ws,pri and wsw = ws,priws,scd, respectively.
As expected, more radially extended profiles result in
shallower surface number density profiles. In particular, the
Cored profile predicts the lowest surface density at small
radii and the largest at large radii. Overall, the bNFW pro-
file, for which satellites follow an NFW profile with a scale
radius twice that of the dark matter, fits the SDSS data the
best. For example, assuming diagonal error bars, the χ2 val-
ues are 329, 126 and 374 for 33 degrees of freedom for the
NFW, bNFW and Cored profiles, respectively. The largest
contribution to the χ2 values comes from the lowest lumi-
nosity bin. Since the velocity dispersion is not strongly con-
strained for this bin, errors in the profile will not strongly
4 Creating the mocks by drawing models from the posterior does
not significantly increase the 68% scatter band, indicating that
cosmic variance is the dominant cause of the remaining uncer-
tainty.
influence our result. Hence, in the following we will focus
on empirical results on the galaxy-halo connection derived
assuming that satellite galaxies follow the bNFW radial pro-
file. However, we emphasise that results from the other two
profiles are qualitatively the same.
5.2 Galaxy-Halo Connection
Figure 3 shows marginalised posteriors for a subset of the
parameters describing the galaxy-halo connection. Most pa-
rameters are tightly constrained with only the low-mass
slopes γ1,r and γ1,b and the low-luminosity slope of the satel-
lite CLF αs being strongly limited by the prior. We also see
tight correlations between certain parameters, for example
the characteristic luminosity L0 and the characteristic mass
M1 of the mass-luminosity relation for red and blue centrals.
We list all posterior predictions on the parameters describing
the galaxy-halo relation in Table 2. We include the median
and 1σ ranges as well as the best-fit value for each param-
eter. Figure 4 summarises the multidimensional posterior
by showing predictions for key statistics of the galaxy-halo
relation. Specifically, we show the predictions for the mass-
luminosity relation, the scatter in luminosity at fixed halo
mass, the red fraction of centrals as a function of halo mass,
and the satellite occupation above 109.5 h−2L. Interest-
ingly, we find mass-luminosity relations that are very similar
MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2018)
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Figure 3. Marginalised posteriors for the galaxy-halo connection for the bNFW radial profile. We do not show parameters related to
the satellite occupation, αs, b0, b1 and b2, and the low-mass slopes of the mass-luminosity relation, γ1,r and γ1,b, as they are poorly
constrained. The diagonal shows marginalised 1D posteriors and off diagonal panels the 2D posteriors. In the latter case, lines demarcate
the 68%, 95% and 99% containment of the posterior.
for red and blue centrals. The same is true for the scatter
in luminosity. We also find that the red fraction increases
with halo mass and reaches a plateau of ∼ 95% by roughly
logMvir/ h
−1M ∼ 13. We note that the prediction for the
red fraction of lower mass haloes, logMvir/ h
−1M ∼ 11, is
purely an extrapolation of our model and is not constrained
by data as we do not expect those haloes to host any galaxy
above 109.5 h−2L. Finally, we find that the average number
of satellites above 109.5 h−2L should roughly scale linearly
with the halo mass. We will compare all those results with
previous studies in the next section.
5.3 Quality of the Model Fit
In Figure 5 we show the measurement values previously re-
ported in Table 1, together with 1σ error bars derived from
mock catalogues and the best-fitting model. Qualitatively,
the model excellently reproduces most trends in the obser-
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Parameter Prior Posterior Best-fit
logL0,r [9.00, 10.50] 9.886
+0.080
−0.063 9.954
logM1,r [10.00, 13.00] 11.16
+0.27
−0.17 11.44
γ1,r [0.00, 5.00] 3.27
+1.17
−1.21 2.03
γ2,r [0.00, 2.00] 0.242
+0.013
−0.014 0.242
σr [0.10, 0.25] 0.1709
+0.0064
−0.0066 0.1703
logL0,b [9.00, 10.50] 10.245
+0.051
−0.085 10.278
logM1,b [10.00, 13.00] 11.31
+0.17
−0.13 11.51
γ1,b [0.00, 5.00] 3.65
+0.89
−0.88 2.56
γ2,b [0.00, 2.00] 0.049
+0.066
−0.033 0.036
σb [0.10, 0.40] 0.1892
+0.0088
−0.0111 0.1925
f0 [0.00, 1.00] 0.460
+0.018
−0.032 0.474
αf [−0.50, 1.00] 0.488+0.026−0.031 0.485
βf [−0.50, 0.50] −0.119+0.080−0.017 −0.118
αs [−1.50,−0.90] −1.13+0.16−0.18 −0.90
b0 [−1.50, 0.50] −0.394+0.038−0.043 −0.355
b1 [0.00, 2.00] 0.347
+0.080
−0.078 0.360
b2 [−0.50, 0.50] 0.173+0.027−0.030 0.184
Table 2. Prior ranges, posterior predictions and best-fit values
of all parameters describing the galaxy-halo connection. We as-
sumed the bNFW satellite profile, i.e. that satellites follow an
NFW profile with a scale radius twice as large as the dark matter
scale radius.
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Figure 4. The marginalised posteriors on the galaxy-halo con-
nection. We show the mass-luminosity relation for red and blue
centrals (upper, left), the scatter in central luminosity at fixed
halo mass for red and blue centrals (upper, right), the red frac-
tion of centrals as a function of halo mass (lower, left) and the
average number of satellites above 109.5 h−2L (lower, right).
Bands denote 68% and 95% containment ranges of the posterior.
vational data. However, expressed via the χ2, the best-fit
model is not a very good fit to the data with χ2 = 70
for 59 − 17 degrees of freedom. This large value for the χ2
is largely driven by the velocity dispersion of red centrals.
Thus, the observational data seems to suggest a more com-
plicated model for the galaxy-halo connection then assumed
thus far. We will return to this point later in this section.
In Figure 6 we show the full velocity distribution of sec-
ondaries with respect to primaries. We concentrate on six
different bins in primary luminosity, differentiating between
secondaries around red and blue primaries. Data points
come from SDSS and bands denote the 68% range from 1000
different mock catalogues with model parameters for each
mock randomly drawn from the posterior. We have miti-
gated the effect of fibre collisions by weighting each primary-
secondary pair by wsw = ws,priws,scd. No correction for in-
terlopers has been applied. We note that the model has only
been fitted to reproduce the second moment of the velocity
distribution of satellites. On the other hand, higher order
moments and the contribution of interlopers are all implicit
predictions. Reassuringly, the best-fit model seems to accu-
rately predict all of those.
5.4 Testing Model Extensions
Here, we test possible extensions to the default parametriza-
tion of the galaxy-halo connection. Specifically, we look at
models with additional parameters compared to the stan-
dard parametrization. Instead of repeating the entire proce-
dure described in §4, we take the estimate of the covariance
and bias from the best-fit default model and use the analyt-
ical model to evaluate the posteriors of the more complex
models. This is done mainly due to computational limita-
tions and the fact that the default model already provides
an adequate description of the data. In all cases, we assume
the bNFW radial profile for satellites.
To judge the performance of extended models we make
use of the Bayes factor B (see e.g. Trotta 2008). In all cases,
the extended model M˜ and the standard model M can be
described as nested. Nested means that the more complex
model M˜ reduces to M for ψ, the additional parameter of
M˜ , being 0. In this case, one can show (see e.g. Trotta 2008)
that the Bayes factor obeys
BMM˜ =
Z(D|M)
Z(D|M˜) =
P (ψ|D, M˜)
P (ψ|M˜)
∣∣∣∣
ψ=0
, (31)
where Z denotes the global evidence. Thus, the Bayes fac-
tor can be judged from looking at the prior, P (ψ|M˜), and
the posterior probability, P (ψ|D, M˜), of ψ. Values larger
(smaller) than unity imply that the data D favours (dis-
favours) M compared to M˜ .
5.4.1 Mass-Luminosity Relation
So far, we have parametrized the mass-luminosity relation
of red and blue centrals via a broken power-law relation.
In logM -logL space, this roughly describes a piecewise lin-
ear relation with a low and a high-mass slope. We now add
to this a quadratic term in logM -logL space. This can be
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Figure 5. Observational constraints from SDSS (data points) and the best-fitting model (line). We show the number density of galaxies
(top, left), the red fraction of primaries (top, right), the estimated number of satellites around primaries (bottom, left), the host-weighted
velocity dispersion (bottom, middle) and the ratio of host to satellite-weighted velocity dispersion (bottom, right). All observables in
the bottom row are measured separately for red and blue primaries. We also show the χ2 for each set of observations separately in each
panel. Error bars represent the diagonals of the covariance matrix estimated from mock catalogues. The best-fitting model assumed the
bNFW satellite profile.
written as
Lc(M) = L0
(M/M1)
γ1
(1 +M/M1)γ1−γ2
(
M
M1
)γ3 log(M/M1)
. (32)
For γ3 = 0, this relation reduces to the previous
parametrization with low-mass slope γ1 and high-mass slope
γ2. When γ3 is larger (smaller) than zero, though, the mass-
luminosity relation has an additional upturn (downturn) at
large halo masses. At the low mass end, the impact of a non-
zero γ3 is much weaker, simply because γ1  γ2. Thus, we
introduce 2 new free parameters, γ3,r and γ3,b, for red and
blue centrals respectively. We use uniform priors in the range
[−0.3,+0.3] for both. Applying this more general model to
the SDSS yields marginalised posteriors of −0.017+0.022−0.021 and
−0.095+0.073−0.121 for γ3,r and γ3,b, respectively. Thus, the data
is compatible with γ3,r = γ3,b = 0 and the Bayes factor is
lnBMM˜ = 2.8 > 0, indicating that this additional model
freedom is not favoured by the data.
5.4.2 Satellite Occupation
In principle, we might expect that at fixed halo mass the
satellite occupation depends on the colour of the central
galaxy. The reasoning for this is that galaxy colour might
correlate with halo formation time (Hearin & Watson 2013;
Hearin et al. 2014), which in turn correlates with subhalo
or satellite occupation (van den Bosch et al. 2005b; Zent-
ner et al. 2005; Jiang & van den Bosch 2017). We test this
by allowing the satellite CLF to vary depending on central
colour, such that
Φsat(L|M,blue central) = ζ × Φsat(L|M, red central). (33)
We choose [0.5, 2.0] as a (uniform) prior for this boost factor
ζ and find 0.99+0.25−0.22 as the posterior probability. Thus, the
posterior does not exclude ζ = 1 and the overall Bayer factor
(lnBMM˜ = 0.9 > 0) does not favour this model over the
default parametrization.
5.4.3 Mass-dependent scatter
Finally, we allow for the scatter in luminosity to depend
on halo mass. It is generally assumed that central galaxies
in low-mass haloes grow via in-situ star formation whereas
those in high-mass haloes do so mainly via accretion of stel-
lar material from disrupted satellites (e.g., Yang et al. 2013;
Lu et al. 2015). Thus, there is no a priori reason that the
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scatter should be mass-independent (Gu et al. 2016). Indeed,
hydrodynamical simulations seem to predict that the scat-
ter increases with decreasing halo mass (Wechsler & Tinker
2018). Note that so far we only allowed the scatter to de-
pend on the colour of the central. We parametrize the mass
dependence as follows,
σ(M) = σ0 + ∆σ(logM − logMσ), (34)
where σ0 and ∆σ are free parameters, separately for red and
blue centrals, and logMσ = 14 (12) for red (blue) centrals.
We choose the same uniform priors for σ0,r and σ0,b as for
σr and σb. For ∆σr and ∆σb we choose [−0.1, 0.1]. Over-
all, we find ∆σr = −0.038+0.014−0.014 and ∆σb = −0.063+0.027−0.024,
indicating that the scatter decreases with increasing halo
mass for both red and blue centrals. The mass-dependence
is visualised in Figure 7. Nominally, the finding of a mass-
dependent scatter is statistically significant with lnBMM˜ =
−3.0 < 0, strongly favouring it over the default parametriza-
tion (Kass & Raftery 1995). However, while we now find
χ2/dof = 60/40, qualitatively the fit in Figure 5 does not im-
prove substantially. We only note that the luminosity func-
tion, specifically the value for the highest luminosity, now fits
much better. Overall, we cannot exclude that other model
variations besides the ones tested here might lead to a sim-
ilar improvement in the fit. Thus, we only have tentative
evidence that the scatter should decrease with halo mass.
Finally, we note that we have only tested generalised
models for the occupation of dark matter halos with galax-
ies. It is possible that a generalised model for the phase-space
distribution of satellites could improve the fit. For example,
the radial distribution of satellites could be mass-dependent.
Similarly, it is possible that there is a (mass-dependent)
radial anisotropy of the satellite orbits or departures from
Jeans equilibrium. Such modifications will be tested in fu-
ture work.
6 DISCUSSION
One of the main goals of this work and Paper I is to improve
the analysis of satellite kinematics compared to previous ef-
forts. Specifically, we want to investigate previously reported
tensions between results from satellite kinematics and other
methods (see e.g. Dutton et al. 2010; Leauthaud et al. 2012;
Mandelbaum et al. 2016).
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Figure 7. The mass-dependence of the luminosity scatter as in-
ferred from the model extension discussed in §5.4.3. Red and blue
bands denote the 68% ranges from the posterior predictions for
red and blue galaxies, respectively. For comparison we also show
the results of Yang et al. (2008), with blue and red crosses cor-
responding to the results for blue and red centrals, as inferred
from the SDSS galaxy group catalogue of Yang et al. (2007).
Note that these results are known to underestimate the scatter at
the low-mass end (see text for discussion). Finally, the mass and
colour-independent inference of Cacciato et al. (2013) is shown
by the horizontal band, which is slightly lower than the mass-
independent scatter of red or blue centrals inferred from our de-
fault model (cf. Table 2).
6.1 Radial Profile of Satellites
Our findings shown in Figure 2 favour a radial distribution
of satellites that is biased with respect to dark matter. While
our results are consistent with satellites following an NFW
profile, their concentration parameter is likely lower than
that of dark matter in the same halo by a factor of around
two. At the same time, the cored profile that fits the distri-
bution of Mpeak selected subhaloes, as described in Paper
I, does not provide an adequate description of the SDSS
data. Thus, satellites seem to follow a steeper profile than
subhaloes.
Many previous studies reported similar findings, partic-
ularly that satellite distributions follow an NFW profile (see
e.g. van der Marel et al. 2000; van den Bosch et al. 2005a;
Yang et al. 2005; Budzynski et al. 2012; Guo et al. 2012a).
This is in contrast to the results of More et al. (2009a), who
argue that satellites follow a cored profile. As described in
Paper I, this is likely due to More et al. (2009a) not correct-
ing for fibre collisions in SDSS. The finding that satellites
have a steeper radial profile than subhaloes but less centrally
concentrated than dark matter is also in good agreement
with independent studies (Yang et al. 2005; Chen 2008),
with hydrodynamical simulations (Nagai & Kravtsov 2005;
Vogelsberger et al. 2014), and with the need for ‘orphan’
galaxies in semi-analytical models (Kitzbichler & White
2008; Yang et al. 2012; Pujol et al. 2017) and subhalo-
abundance matching (Guo & White 2014; Campbell et al.
2018; Moster et al. 2018). Finally, we note for such compar-
isons, one should keep in mind that the exact radial profile
of satellites will likely depend on the halo mass range and
the properties of satellites due to colour and luminosity seg-
regation (Chen 2008; Guo et al. 2013).
6.2 Galaxy-Halo Occupation
A detailed comparison with results from clustering and other
methods is hampered by three complications. First, all ob-
servables like satellite kinematics or clustering will have a
dependence on cosmology at fixed models for the galaxy-
halo connection. Furthermore, there will be a dependence
on the halo definition and the halo finder used. It is thus
prudent to only compare results obtained under similar cos-
mological parameters and halo definitions. We compare our
results to the studies of Guo et al. (2015b), Zentner et al.
(2016), Vakili & Hahn (2016) and Sinha et al. (2018). Coin-
cidentally, all works assume cosmological parameters com-
patible with the recent results of Planck Collaboration et al.
(2014). Even more, all studies used halo catalogues derived
with the ROCKSTAR halo finder (Behroozi et al. 2013) and
spherical over-density Mvir haloes. A third complication is
that all those studies use colour-independent halo occupa-
tion distribution (HOD) models. Such models only describe
the number of galaxies brighter than a luminosity threshold
living in a halo of mass M . They do not inherently describe
the entire luminosity distribution of galaxies, e.g. the mass-
luminosity relation, or their dependence on the colour of
the central galaxy. Thus, to allow a comparison we need to
downgrade our CLF results to such an HOD framework.
Guo et al. (2015b) model the redshift space cluster-
ing of galaxies in SDSS using the framework of Zheng &
Guo (2016) to accurately and efficiently calculate correla-
tion functions. Specifically, they model both the projected
correlation function and the monopole, quadrupole and hex-
adecapole moments of the redshift space clustering. Fur-
thermore, in addition to HOD parameters, they fit parame-
ters describing the central and satellite velocity bias. Zent-
ner et al. (2016) and Vakili & Hahn (2016) use halotools
(Hearin et al. 2017) to fit the projected correlation function
of galaxies in SDSS DR7. We note that the observational
data used in Zentner et al. (2016) comes from Zehavi et al.
(2011), whereas Vakili & Hahn (2016) use data from Guo
et al. (2015b). Unlike Guo et al. (2015b), the studies by
Zentner et al. (2016) and Vakili & Hahn (2016) specifically
allow for the presence of galaxy assembly bias, which can
have a significant impact on the inferred galaxy-halo connec-
tion (Zentner et al. 2014). Finally, Sinha et al. (2018) also
fit the friends-of-friends group multiplicity function in addi-
tion to the projected correlation function (both in SDSS).
Their focus lies on the realistic simulation of observational
effects by comparing observational results to a large num-
ber of mock catalogues. When comparing to the results of
Zentner et al. (2016) and Vakili & Hahn (2016), we use their
models without the possibility for assembly bias. The poste-
rior predictions from Sinha et al. (2018) discussed here are
the ones using the Mvir halo definition.
6.2.1 Galaxy Bias
In order to make a meaningful comparison of our results
with predictions from other studies regarding the clustering
of galaxies, we compute the average, linear bias of all centrals
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Figure 8. Prediction for the average clustering bias of central
galaxies above a given luminosity (upper panel). We compare
predictions from Guo et al. (2015b), Vakili & Hahn (2016), Sinha
et al. (2018), Zentner et al. (2016) and our analysis. All results
include 68% error bars. Predictions have been made assuming the
Tinker et al. (2008) halo mass function and Tinker et al. (2010)
model for the halo bias. We also directly compare the differences
between this work and other studies at fixed luminosity (lower
panel). The points are slightly offset in the horizontal direction
to improve clarity. They all correspond to magnitude limits of
M0.1r − 5 log h = −19.0,−19.5,−20.0,−20.5,−21.0 and −21.5.
above a given luminosity threshold;
b(> Lth) =
1
nc(Lth)
∞∫
0
〈Nc|M,Lth〉nh(M)bh(M)dM. (35)
Here, nc(Lth) is the total number density of centrals above
the luminosity threshold Lth, 〈Nc|M,Lth〉 is their average
number in a halo of mass M , and nh(M) and bh(M) are
the halo mass and bias functions, respectively. The linear
bias specifies the clustering strength on large, linear scales
(in the 2-halo regime), and allows us to test agreement with
clustering predictions despite the different parametrizations
of the galaxy-halo relationship. Due to the tight relation be-
tween halo mass and bias, it is also indicative of the average
mass of the haloes hosting the galaxies in question. Figure
8 compares our posterior prediction for b(> Lth), obtained
from equation (35) using the halo mass and bias function of
Tinker et al. (2008) and Tinker et al. (2010), respectively,
to those of Guo et al. (2015b) (red triangles), Zentner et al.
(2016) (yellow circles), Vakili & Hahn (2016) (grey squares)
and Sinha et al. (2018) (green triangles). All results include
68% posterior uncertainties, and slight differences in the cos-
mological parameters and redshifts of the halo catalogues
used in the different studies are accounted for by using the
corresponding halo mass and bias functions.
Overall, there is excellent qualitative agreement among
all studies compared here. In all works, the bias of cen-
tral galaxies increases strongly with their luminosity. Given
the tight correlation of halo mass with bias, this indicates
a positive correlation between halo mass and galaxy lu-
minosity. At the highest luminosities, L0.1r = 10
9.3 h−2L
and 109.5 h−2L, our results predict a slightly lower cen-
tral galaxy bias than those of Guo et al. (2015b), Vakili &
Hahn (2016) and Sinha et al. (2018). The disagreement is
generally at the level of around 2σ. Note that all clustering
studies use a similar sample of galaxies drawn from SDSS.
Thus, the results of those clustering studies are not statisti-
cally independent.
6.2.2 Scatter in the luminosity-halo mass relation of
central galaxies
Our analysis puts tight constraints on the scatter in cen-
tral luminosity at fixed halo mass. Unfortunately, this is
not directly constrained by results of simple HOD fitting,
hampering a direct comparison of our results with the stud-
ies previously discussed. On the other hand, constraints on
the colour-dependent luminosity scatter have been obtained
by More et al. (2011) using satellite kinematics. They find
σr = 0.21
+0.02
−0.03 and σb = 0.21
+0.05
−0.06, consistent with our re-
sults (σr = 0.171
+0.006
−0.007 and σb = 0.189
+0.009
−0.011) at the 2σ-level.
Yang et al. (2008) have estimated the scatter in luminosity
as inferred from their group catalogues. To estimate group
masses, they assume a one-to-one relationship between halo
mass and the total luminosity of all group members with
M0.1r − 5 log h < −19.5. They find a scatter in BHG lumi-
nosity of around σ ∼ 0.15 dex for red and blue BHGs, again
in good agreement with our results. Whereas we find some
evidence for an increase in scatter with decreasing halo mass
(see Fig. 7), Yang et al. (2008) find their scatter to become
smaller with decreasing halo mass, reaching ∼ 0.08 dex for
haloes with M ∼ 2 × 1012 h−1M. However, at such low-
mass groups the central galaxy dominates the total group
luminosity, and thereby the halo mass estimate, causing the
inferred scatter to be artificially suppressed. Cacciato et al.
(2013) have analysed the luminosity function, galaxy-galaxy
lensing and clustering in SDSS in order to constrain cos-
mological parameters. A by-product of their analysis was a
tight constraint on the scatter in luminosity at fixed halo
mass equal to σc = 0.157
+0.007
−0.007, without making a distinc-
tion between red and blue galaxies. It is straightforward to
show that this scatter for all galaxies is related to the indi-
vidual scatter of red and blue galaxies via
σ2c = frσ
2
r + fbσ
2
b + 2frfb(〈logLr〉 − 〈logLb〉)2, (36)
where fr and fb are the red and blue fraction of centrals
at any given halo mass. As expected, the scatter is slightly
increased if red and blue centrals have different average lu-
minosities. In particular, for σr = σb = 0.17, fr = fb = 0.5
and |〈logLr〉 − 〈logLb〉| = 0.1, which is representative for
the values inferred here, we get σc = 0.184. For other values
of fr and fb (i.e. at different halo masses) the resulting scat-
ter is slightly lower. Hence, under the assumption that the
scatter is otherwise mass-independent for red and blue cen-
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Figure 9. Predictions on the satellite fraction of galaxies brighter
than 109.5h−2L for various studies. Our results, as well as those
of More et al. (2011), Guo et al. (2015b), Vakili & Hahn (2016),
Zentner et al. (2016), and Sinha et al. (2018) have been derived
assuming the Tinker et al. (2008) halo mass function. The result
for Zehavi et al. (2011) is taken directly from their paper. Error
bars show the 1σ uncertainty. For More et al. (2011), we show
the best-fit model only.
trals, our results imply a slightly larger scatter than what is
found by Cacciato et al. (2013).
6.2.3 Satellite Fractions
In Figure 9 we compare predictions for the satellite fraction
of galaxies above L0.1r = 10
9.504 h−2L (M0.1r − 5 log h =
−19). We use the Tinker et al. (2008) mass function and
account for the slightly different cosmologies and redshifts
to calculate the values for our work and those of Guo et al.
(2015b), Zentner et al. (2016), Vakili & Hahn (2016) and
Sinha et al. (2018). We also include the results reported in
Zehavi et al. (2011), which are, however, derived under sig-
nificantly different cosmological parameters. In this compar-
ison, we note a stronger disagreement between different pre-
dictions than in the case of the galaxy bias or the scatter dis-
cussed above. In particular, the results of Guo et al. (2015b)
imply a satellite fraction of around ∼ 21± 1%, whereas our
finding is ∼ 28 ± 1%. The results of Vakili & Hahn (2016)
fall in between those two values, but with roughly three
times larger uncertainties. Sinha et al. (2018) find a satel-
lite fraction that is in good agreement with our findings
and incompatible with those of Guo et al. (2015b). Zentner
et al. (2016) predict a similarly high fraction ∼ 32± 4% but
with the largest uncertainty. Finally, Zehavi et al. (2011)
find ∼ 33± 1%, but for a different cosmology and halo def-
inition. It is unclear at this point what the reason for the
disagreement between the different studies is. We find that
the mild tension between Zentner et al. (2016) and Vakili
& Hahn (2016) is mainly caused by using different measure-
ments for the projected correlation function. Zentner et al.
(2016) use measurements from Zehavi et al. (2011), whereas
Vakili & Hahn (2016) use data from Guo et al. (2015b).
Given that Zentner et al. (2016) and Vakili & Hahn (2016)
find the satellite fraction to be loosely constrained, it seems
that the projected correlation function alone is compatible
with a large range of satellite fractions. On the other hand,
taken at face value, the redshift space clustering used by
Guo et al. (2015b) seems to imply a lower satellite fraction
(also see Guo et al. 2016) than the group multiplicity func-
tion used by Sinha et al. (2018) or the satellite kinematics
used in this study. Finally, we note that the best-fit model
of More et al. (2011) implies a satellite fraction of 44%, in
clear tension with all other studies.
We further explore this point in Figure 10, where we
show the satellite occupation as a function of halo mass.
The threshold is 109.504 h−2L (M0.1r − 5 log h = −19) in
all cases. Qualitatively, the results all agree very well with
each other. However, at lower masses, logMvir/( h
−1M) ∼
12 − 13, the results of Guo et al. (2015b) imply a lower
satellite occupation than our findings and those of Zentner
et al. (2016) and Sinha et al. (2018). On the other hand,
at the high mass end, logMvir/( h
−1M) & 14.5, we find a
higher satellite occupation than all other studies.
Altogether, we find a reasonably good, but not perfect,
agreement of our results with a variety of different studies.
The small discrepancies found can be explained by one or
more of the following reasons. In addition to systematic un-
certainties affecting satellite kinematics, as discussed in Pa-
per I, there are also uncertainties affecting the modelling of
clustering and group multiplicity functions. A prime factor
could be assembly bias, the fact that the spatial clustering
of dark matter haloes depends on secondary halo properties
other than halo mass (Gao et al. 2005; Wechsler et al. 2006).
If the galaxy occupation correlates with any of those sec-
ondary properties, a possibility commonly ignored in HOD
modelling, predictions for galaxy clustering will fail (see e.g.
Zentner et al. 2014; Hearin et al. 2017). Another uncertainty
is the radial profile of satellites. For example, all other stud-
ies assumed that satellites follow the dark matter radial pro-
file in an unbiased fashion. Our results, on the other hand,
imply that satellite are anti-biased with respect to dark mat-
ter. Another uncertainty is related to the second moment of
the occupation statistics, which governs the small-scale clus-
tering strength (i.e., the 1-halo term). Although it is stan-
dard practice to assume that the number of satellite galax-
ies in haloes of given mass follows Poisson statistics, such
that 〈N(N − 1)|M〉 = 〈N |M〉2, this is not supported by the
occupation statistics of dark matter subhaloes, which show
non-negligible deviations from Poisson (e.g., Boylan-Kolchin
et al. 2010; Jiang & van den Bosch 2017). Furthermore, Guo
et al. (2015b), Vakili & Hahn (2016) and Sinha et al. (2018)
all assumed the 5-parameter model of Zheng et al. (2007)
to model observational data. However, as argued by Sinha
et al. (2018), this model might not be flexible enough to fit a
variety of observations. Finally, we note that the agreement
between satellite kinematics and clustering likely depends
on the cosmological parameters, as it does for clustering and
lensing (Cacciato et al. 2009, 2013). Thus, we might expect
an agreement between all those studies only under the right
cosmological parameters.
7 CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
We have obtained new constraints on the galaxy-halo rela-
tionship from the analysis of satellite kinematics in SDSS
DR7. Specifically, we constrained a colour-dependent CLF
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Figure 10. Posterior predictions for the satellite occupation
above 109.504 h−2L (M0.1r − 5 log h = −19) as a function of
halo mass. We compare the results of our work to those from
Guo et al. (2015b), Zentner et al. (2016), Vakili & Hahn (2016)
and Sinha et al. (2018), with bands denoting the corresponding
68% posterior uncertainties. We also show the best-fit model of
More et al. (2011), which clearly predicts a significantly larger
occupation number for satellites, especially in massive haloes.
model for galaxies with 0.02 6 z 6 0.067 and L0.1r >
109.5 h−2L. We made use of the updated analysis frame-
work developed in Paper I that has been extensively tested
to give unbiased results. Our results supersede the ones pub-
lished in More et al. (2011) by properly accounting for obser-
vational biases, most importantly fibre collisions. Further-
more, the constraints we derive are significantly more strin-
gent. Our main findings are as follows.
• As shown in Figure 2, our analysis supports a scenario
in which satellite galaxies follow an NFW profile with a
lower concentration than that of dark matter in the same
halo. However, we rule out strongly cored profiles reported
in More et al. (2011) and expected from Mpeak-selected sub-
haloes. This finding is in good agreement with hydrodynam-
ical simulations and signals the need for orphan galaxies in
subhalo abundance matching.
• In agreement with previous studies, we find that the
average luminosity of central galaxies is positively correlated
with halo mass. Additionally, the average halo mass of red
centrals is higher than that of blue centrals of the same
luminosity. This is primarily due to a strong increase of the
red fraction of centrals with dark matter halo mass, as shown
in the lower-left panel of Figure 4, not due to different mass-
luminosity relationships.
• We infer a scatter of σc,r = 0.17 dex and σc,b = 0.19 dex
in luminosity at fixed halo mass for red and blue centrals,
respectively. If the scatter is allowed to be mass-dependent,
we infer that the scatter weakly decreases with increasing
halo mass for both red and blue centrals (cf. Figure 7).
• In §6.2, we compare in detail our inferences to those
derived from galaxy clustering, galaxy-galaxy lensing, and
group catalogues. Overall, we find that satellite kinematics
gives constraints that are in good agreement with those inde-
pendent studies. Most importantly, the results from our up-
dated analysis are no longer strongly discrepant with some
of these independent studies (see e.g., Leauthaud et al. 2012;
Mandelbaum et al. 2016), as was the case for the satellite
kinematics analysis by More et al. (2011). However, there are
significant tensions regarding the overall satellite fraction in
the SDSS sample. But those tensions also exist between dif-
ferent studies using clustering and are not limited to satellite
kinematics.
Although our analysis gives some of the most stringent con-
straints on the galaxy-halo connection to date, one should
keep in mind that our analysis is only based on a small
volume-limited subsample of the entire SDSS. Our frame-
work can be easily extended to include multiple volume-
limited samples, thereby increasing the statistical constrain-
ing power further. It can also easily be applied to other cur-
rent or future surveys like GAMA (Driver et al. 2011) or
DESI (DESI Collaboration et al. 2016).
In the near future, we plan to apply our framework to
investigate further aspects of the galaxy-halo relationship,
such as the stellar-to-halo mass ratio and the correlation
between galaxy size and halo mass at fixed stellar mass.
In addition, satellite kinematics can also be combined with
additional probes of the galaxy-halo connection to constrain
cosmological parameters or to investigate galaxy assembly
bias.
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APPENDIX A: GALAXY-HALO CONNECTION
Here, we briefly describe our parametrization of the galaxy-
halo connection. We refer the reader to Paper I for a more
in-depth discussion.
The occupation of dark matter halos with galaxies is
governed by a CLF model (e.g., Yang et al. 2003; van den
Bosch et al. 2003). Particularly, the CLF specifies the av-
erage number of galaxies with a luminosity in the range
[L − dL/2, L + dL/2] residing in a halo of mass M . We
split the galaxy occupation into a central and satellite com-
ponent,
Φtot(L|M) = Φc(L|M) + Φs(L|M) . (A1)
Throughout, subscripts ‘c’ and ‘s’ refer to centrals and satel-
lites, respectively.
We further split the centrals in red (subscript ‘r’) and
blue (subscript ‘b’), based on the g − r-color, according to
Φc(L|M) = fr(M)Φc,r(L|M) + fb(M)Φc,b(L|M). (A2)
Here, fr(M) = 1 − fb(M) is the probability that a central
galaxy residing in a halo of mass M is red. This probability
is parametrized by
fr(M) =
{
f0 + αfM12 + βfM
2
12 for αf + 2βfM12 > 0,
f0 − α2f/4βf otherwise.
(A3)
where f0, αf and βf are free parameters, and M12 =
log(M/[1012 h−1M]). Effectively, this equation describes a
quadratic function which is equal to its global extremum
wherever the first derivative would be negative. This allows
models where the red fraction reaches a plateau at low or
high masses. Note that we also enforce 0 6 fr(M) 6 1.
We assume that every halo hosts exactly one central
whose luminosity is drawn from a log-normal distribution
with scatter σc,
Φc(L|M) dL = log e√
2piσ2c
exp
[
(logL− logLc(M))2
2σ2c
]
dL
L
.
(A4)
The median luminosity, which can be different for red and
blue centrals, is parametrized by
Lc(M) = L0
(M/M1)
γ1
(1 +M/M1)γ1−γ2
. (A5)
Additionally, the scatter in central luminosity is allowed to
be different for red and blue centrals. Altogether, L0,r, M1,r,
γ1,r, γ2,r, σr, L0,b, M1,b, γ1,b, γ2,b, σb, f0 and αf are the free
parameters governing the occupation of dark matter haloes
with central galaxies.
The occupation of satellite galaxies is assumed to follow
a Poisson distribution with expectation value
〈Ns|M〉 =
∞∫
Lth
Φs(L|M) dL , (A6)
where Lth is a luminosity threshold. Following Yang et al.
(2008), the CLF of satellite galaxies follows a modified
Schechter function,
Φs(L|M) = φ∗s (M)
(
L
L∗s (M)
)αs
exp
[
−
(
L
L∗s (M)
)2]
dL
L
.
(A7)
Here αs is a free parameter that characterizes the
low-luminosity slope of the satellite CLF, φ∗s (M) is a
mass-dependent normalization, and L∗s (M) is the (mass-
dependent) characteristic luminosity. Yang et al. (2008)
found that the latter is closely related to the average lu-
minosity of centrals according to, L∗s (M) ∼ 0.562Lc(M).
Since red centrals are more prominent in our sample than
blue centrals, we therefore adopt
L∗s (M) = 0.562Lc,r(M). (A8)
We follow Cacciato et al. (2009) and characterize the mass-
dependent normalization of the satellite CLF using three
free parameters, b0, b1, and b2, according to
log [φ∗s (M)] = b0 + b1 M12 + b2 M
2
12. (A9)
Finally, satellites are also randomly assigned colours based
on the parametrization in eq. (A3) with f0,sat = 0.44,
αf,sat = 0.14 and βf,sat = 0 (compare Yang et al. 2008).
This colour assignment only matters in the rare cases that
satellites are identified as primary candidates. Thus, we have
αs, b0, b1 and b2 as free parameters for the satellite CLF.
We note that, in principle, this CLF model allows satel-
lites to be brighter than centrals. We explicitly remove satel-
lites that are brighter than their respective centrals from our
mock galaxy catalogues. In principle, doing so also lowers
〈Ns|M〉. However, this effect is very small and we neglect it
in our analytical model described in §3.3.
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